Stereology techniques have--or should have--a role in preclinical radiation therapy.
A paper by Kubinova et al. (Radiat. Res. 000, 000-000, 2003) introduced to radiation biology the techniques of stereology required to quantify the dose response of irradiated brain populations. A paper by Mao et al. (Radiat. Res. 000, 000-000, 2003) and earlier papers by Archambeau et al. applied these techniques to quantify the population changes in the vasculature of the retina. This presentation reviews in broad terms the evolution of the need to quantify population and kinetic techniques and how the need has been met. The in vitro and in vivo descriptive and clonogenic techniques used regularly in radiation biology and in clinical therapy will not be replaced by stereology. While stereology is applicable to all tissue, it proves to be an important technique that allows the investigator to quantify cell population parameters in late-responding and non-proliferative populations.